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DDOWT Update
• Dutton/Dunwich Opponents of Wind Turbines DDOWT is a
community group formed in October 2013
• Raising Public awareness in the municipality through
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lawn Signs
Letters & discussions with all levels of government
Presentations and discussion with Dutton/Dunwich Council
Door to door campaign to encourage response to the D/D IWT Survey
Newspaper articles and full page ad in January 8th Chronicle
Information protest at Invenergy Annual Meeting
Registered with Wind Concerns Ontario (WCO) and other groups
Established email info@ddowt.ca and phone 519 488‐1640 information lines

Response to Invenergy Presentation to
Dutton/Dunwich Council
• Members of DDOWT attended the presentation from Invenergy to
Council January 8, 2014
• We thank council for permitting us the opportunity to respond to the
presentation and claims made
• We respect the effort and consideration of Council on this important
matter.
• Invenergy has not participated in any of community awareness events
or made any public notifications of the project scope.
• Invenergy only public communication to date has been the flyer from
Jim Ford misrepresenting key facts.

Invenergy claim:
“Infrastructure and Investment”
• Wind Energy is supported under the current Green Energy Act and
the Long Term Energy Plan, both are under increasing pressure from
the public and opposition groups
• Impact on Hydro Rates for all consumers and manufacturing competitiveness

Invenergy claim:
“Local Economic Benefits”
• “Local Economic Benefits” come with significant risk to:
• human health issues
• loss of future residential development
• Reduced new business and tourism opportunities

• Potentially huge liability for decommissioning
• Municipality should request $1M/Turbine Credit Trust Fund with a local bank
to cover costs of demolition and remediation

Invenergy claim:
“Local Economic Benefits ‐ Revenue”
• Proposed payment from Invenergy would amount to about 3‐5% of
municipal revenues (based on 2013 Budget numbers)
• Would the revenue stream survive a change of ownership?
• Are they binding over the 20 year lease term?
• Any benefit could easily be offset by reduced property assessments and/or
inhibiting growth and developments
• Assessments on Wind Turbines are capped at $40,000 per MW at the
industrial tax rate (<400$ per MW), not the $2,500 per MW as suggested in
the Invenergy proposal
• Accepting any payment over & above taxes could be construed as
inappropriate/unethical Most municipalities with wind turbine proposals have
declined any of these payments.

Invenergy claim:
“Ultra‐high speed Internet”
• Fibre optic cables to the Turbines will not improve Internet access for
the community
• Internet Access limitations are primarily due to distributing connections to
homes, farms and business in a rural setting; not access to high speed fibre
communications
• High Speed connections already exist to the distribution points in Dutton and
Wallacetown, DSL and Wireless are needed to access homes and farms

Invenergy claim:
“Comprehensive Economic Benefit Agreement (CEBA)”
• Invenergy’s CEBA proposal was perceived more as a threat than a
framework for a partnership

Setback Requirements
• Invenergy suggests (threatens) that there would be different setbacks
if a CEBA is not in place with the municipality
• As proposed, this would likely be the end of residential development
in Dutton, Iona and Wallacetown.
• Setback requirements are set under Ontario EPA. The setback for a
turbine at 105db
per J. Murphy
is 850m.

Invenergy: CEBA Proposal
• CEBA is only relevant once the project has gone through the proposal
and approval phases
• Accepting funds from the project especially at the proposal stage
could be perceived as an improper influence
• Should the project proceed, Invenergy will need services and permits
from the Municipality. Terms outlined in the CEBA should be the
starting point for negotiations
• Co‐ops often have limited membership providing limited value for the
broader community. As we saw in West Elgin, the co‐op serves the
land owners first and is limited to 300 memberships.

Unwilling Host Declaration
• Declaring Dutton/Dunwich as an
“Unwilling Host” should reflect the
outcome of the community survey
• Unwilling Host is the only
meaningful way for the community
and municipality to attempt to stop
the project at the RFQ/RFP stage
• Even as an Unwilling Host,
Invenergy will need to cooperate
with the Municipality to meet the
OPA evaluation criteria

Unwilling Host Declaration
• A resolution making an Unwilling
Host declaration may reduce the
liability for the municipality
should the project proceed
• Voting as a Willing Host or not
making a declaration could
expose the Municipality to future
liabilities.

Closing Comments and Questions

Thank you for your time and consideration

